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Introduction: One difficulty with current EPI BOLD fMRI is poor T2
*-weighted analysis near areas of strong field 

inhomogeneities.  In particular, the ~9 ppm magnetic susceptibility difference between air and tissue produces B0 field perturbations 
near the skin and air cavities in the head, such as the sinuses, and  are known to cause significant MRI artifacts, including intravoxel 
dephasing, blurring, voxel shifts, and unreliable fat suppression [1-2].  Here we develop in vivo susceptibility matching pyrolytic 
graphite foams for improved EPI near external air/tissue interfaces.  We have previously tested the foams extensively for safe patient 
use [2] and here verify that the foams have no negative effects on SNR.  In addition, we demonstrate that the foams can make partial 
Fourier acquisition techniques more robust, as these techniques are typically dependent on phase estimates affected by susceptibility 
effects [3], which can ultimately lead to faster acquisitions or higher resolutions for EPI BOLD fMRI.      

Methods: Pyrolytic graphite (PG) 
foams were created by dispersing PG powder of 
varying concentrations into two-part 
polyurethane foams (Fig 1).  At 4.5% PG 
volume fraction, the composite foam is 
magnetically isotropic and matches the 
magnetic susceptibility of water/tissue [1-2]. 3T 
off-resonance field maps were acquired to test 
PG foam susceptibility matching for phantoms 
and in the back of head/neck. Signal and noise 
measurements of water phantoms (N=15) 
with/without >3.5L of PG foam packed in a 
head coil were acquired with a gradient echo 
(GRE) sequence to compare SNR.  Standard EPI and ¾ partial Fourier EPI 
images were also acquired to observe the effects of PG foam susceptibility 
matching.  PG foams with 3 susceptibility matched edges and 1 unmatched edge 
were used to observe susceptibility artifacts in the EPI and partial Fourier EPI 
images. 

Results: Figure 2 shows good matching at 4% and near perfect 
matching at 4.5% PG volume fractions, and various dipole fields for air and 
other volume fractions.  The PG foam packed phantoms had virtually identical 
SNR to the unpacked phantoms, 101 ± 4.6 compared to 102 ± 4.8 (mean ± SD), 
indicating that no noise was added by the PG foams.  Field maps (Fig. 1) show 
that severe field perturbations in the back of the head/neck are removed by using 
a PG foam cushion.  Figure 3 shows the three matched (top) edges of PG foam 
improved EPI and ¾ partial Fourier EPI acquisitions (reduced signal drop out 
and distortions) relative to the non-matched air phantom and the mismatched PG 
foam (bottom) edge, which was expected from the acquired phantom field maps. 

Discussion: PG foams demonstrated dramatically improved 
susceptibility matching for the phantoms and in vivo.  The PG foams produce no 
MRI signal, and compared to fluid matching agents, are inexpensive, lightweight, 
and compatible with embedded RF coils.  The foams are safe for patient use and 
the SNR measurements here confirm that the foams will add virtually no extra 
noise to the receiver coil when used with human subjects.  We believe that PG 
foams could have many practical applications for fMRI by improving EPI 
acquisitions, including more robust analyses, or increased resolution/acquisition 
speed using typical partial Fourier techniques.  We will next develop larger PG 
foam head cushions to quantitate improvements in the occipital lobe and 
cerebellum in partial Fourier EPI images and fMRI.  
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Figure 2: 3T field maps of air, water, and various PG foams.  
The dipole field is suppressed outside the 4.5% foam 
showing near perfect matching. Improved matching outside 
the 4% foam demonstrates ~10% tolerance in PG volume 
fraction as well.   

Figure 3: 3T field maps, EPI, and ¾ partial Fourier EPI 
acquisitions of air, PG foam (3 matched edges, 1 
unmatched), and water samples.  The matched PG foam 
edges reduce artifacts in the EPI and partial Fourier 
images relative to air in the phantoms. 

Figure 1: Qualitative 3T field maps of the head. Prototype molded PG foam cushions shift the B0 
field inhomogeneity in the neck outside the ROI. 
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